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I. INTRODUCTION
The City of Cheney was incorporated in 1883 and was named
after Benjamin Pierce Cheney, a railroad tycoon who founded the
firm that would eventually become American Express. The City
has a resident population of 11,650 with a recurrent increase of
3,500 living in Cheney out of the 13,500 students who attend
Eastern Washington University (EWU) during a typical school
year. The local economy thrives due to major employment
associated with the EWU, Cheney School District, City services,
health care, agriculture, and a large commute workforce that lives
in Cheney, but commutes to Spokane and Spokane Valley.
Predominant access to the City is provided by State Route 904,
formally named Lt. Col. Michael P. Anderson Memorial Highway,
also W. First Street in Cheney. Secondary access is provided by
Cheney-Spokane Road, Cheney-Spangle Road, Badger Lake
Road, Mullinix Road, and Salnave Road. There are 43.6 miles of
roadway within Cheney, nearly all paved, providing access to
over 4,000 homes and a number of businesses.
Existing transportation conditions within the City are generally
favorable. However, the City is growing rapidly, increasing in
resident population at a rate of nearly 2 percent annually. This
trend should continue as several hundred acres of residential,
commercial, and light industrial property is primed for
development within the City. The Master Plan for EWU also
predicts the student population will increase over the next 20
years by an approximate 2 percent annual growth rate.
In response to anticipated land use growth, City Engineering and
Planning officials commissioned this study to recommend the
infrastructure improvements needed to assure the safe and
effective mobility of traffic, pedestrians, and bicycles within
Cheney. The plan is based primarily upon year 2022 and year

2040 traffic forecasts, as developed based on land use
projections provided by City staff, to forecast roadway and
intersection improvement needs. Missing “links” in pedestrian
and bicycle facilities were identified in order to determine nonmotorized infrastructure needs.
The goals of the Cheney Transportation Circulation Plan include:
1. Determine whether the street and intersection system can
accommodate future development and population growth.
2. Recommend improvements to enhance non-motorized
mobility (pedestrian and bike)
3. Develop short and long-range improvement plans.

SCOPE & METHODOLOGY
A principal emphasis of this Plan is on the safe and effective
movement of traffic within the City, as measured through a review
of volume versus capacity thresholds for minor arterials and
major collectors. The scope for this Plan was established based
on coordination with technical staff from the City who identified
streets summarized in Table 1 for capacity analyses.
Table 1. Study Minor Arterials and Major Collectors
Minor Arterial
State Route 904/1st Street
Betz Road
Washington Street
Cheney-Spokane Road
Cheney-Spangle Road
Mullinix Road
4th Street

Major Collector
6th Street
Cheney-Plaza Road
Elm Street
F Street
K Street
Pine Street
Mike Mckeenhan Way
Simpson Parkway

Source: WSDOT GeoPortal Arterial Classification Map

In addition, intersections tend to experience congestion more
rapidly than roadway sections due to the number and complexity
of turning conflicts. As such, solid planning practice is to review
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traffic operations/capacity for primary community intersections. A
summary of intersections reviewed for this study were identified in
coordination with technical staff from the City and include:













Betz Road/SR 904 (1st Street)
Simpson Parkway/SR 904 (1st Street)
Cheney-Spokane Road/SR 904 (1st Street)
Pine Street/SR 904 (1st Street)
Cheney-Spangle Road/SR 904 (1st Street)
Cheney-Plaza Road/SR 904 (1st Street)
Betz Road/N. 6th Street
Simpson Parkway/6th Street
Elm Street/6th Street
Mike McKeehan Way/Washington Street
Elm Street/Washington Street

The Plan also reviews need for pedestrian and bicycle
enhancements.
The emphasis is identifying areas where
pedestrian and bicycle connectivity would enhance commute and
recreational activities. City technical staff did not identify areas
for focus for pedestrian/bicycle review; rather, transportation
industry guidelines were used to help identify facility need.

Roadway Capacity
Two methods were used to review traffic operations and capacity,
both based on methods obtained from the Highway Capacity
Manual (TRB, 2010). The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) is a
nationally recognized and locally accepted method of measuring
traffic flow and congestion for streets and intersections. Criteria
range from LOS A, indicating free-flow conditions with minimal
vehicle delays, to LOS F, indicating congestion with significant
vehicle delays (and operational failures).

Streets. The roadway capacity analysis measures current and
forecast average daily traffic (ADT) volumes against thresholds
identified by the HCM for typical City streets. Figure 16-14 of the
HCM provides “Generalized Daily Service Volumes” that were
adapted for Cheney based on the following assumptions:







Peak-to-daily volume K factor = 0.09
Directional distribution D factor = 0.60
Average posted speed = 30 mph
Peak hour factor = 0.92
Roadways with a center lane = plus 10 percent from HCM

The resulting HCM thresholds for the City are shown on Table 2.
The thresholds shown reflect of an arterial level-of-service (LOS)
D standard for City minor arterials and a LOS C standard for
major collectors and all other City roadways. These respective
LOS thresholds are designations desired by community officials.
Table 2. Roadway Volume-to-Capacity Thresholds
Number
Lanes
Two
Three
Four
Five

LOS C
Major Collectors
5,400
6,000
10,300
11,400

LOS D
Minor Arterials
14,100
15,500
28,800
31,700

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (TRB, 2010)

These generalized volume/LOS thresholds are used to help City
officials understand whether roadways largely have the capacity
needed to address volume demands, with adequate safety
implied overall when thresholds are met. This is not meant to
take precedence over specific operations/capacity analyses
performed for individual roadways, as the function of a grant
application, development traffic impact analysis, etc. Specific
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traffic analysis is recommended when the conclusions for any
specific roadway or road section must be established.
Intersections. Operations/capacity for an intersection is defined
by the average control delay experienced by drivers, as related to
LOS thresholds. LOS for a signalized intersection is defined in
terms of the average control delay experienced by all vehicles at
the intersection, as measured over a specific period such as a
peak hour. LOS for a one or two-way stop controlled intersection
or driveway is the function of average control delays experienced
by vehicles in a particular approach or approach movement over
a timeframe such as a peak hour. Typically, the stopped
approach or movement experiencing the worst LOS is reported.
Finally, LOS at an all-way stop-controlled intersection is defined
by the average control delays experienced by all vehicles at the
intersection, as with signals, but the LOS thresholds are
associated with delays for unsignalized intersections.
Table 3 outlines the LOS criteria for signalized and unsignalized
intersections according to the HCM. As shown, LOS thresholds
vary between signalized and unsignalized intersections. This is
because driver tolerances for delay are higher at signalized
versus unsignalized intersections.
Table 3. HCM Intersection Delay & LOS Thresholds
Level of
Service
A
B
C
D
E
F

Signalized:
Control Delay (sec/veh)
10
>10 – 20
>20 – 35
>35 – 55
>55 – 80
> 80

Source: Highway Capacity Manual (TRB, 2010)

Unsignalized:
Control Delay (sec/veh)
10
10 - 15
15 - 25
25 - 35
35 - 50
50

LOS D is the desired threshold for intersections within the City,
meaning traffic operations and capacity for intersections are
adequate at LOS D or higher. LOS E is allowed situationally for
unsignalized intersections, at the discretion of City officials, when
reasonable improvement measures cannot be used to mitigate a
LOS E condition without great cost. LOS F is not allowed.
LOS for this project was determined using Synchro 9.1
(Trafficware, 2014), which is a software module that generates
operations/capacity results based on the methods of the HCM.

Pedestrians & Bicycles
The Plan addresses essential pedestrian and bicycle facilities
that would enhance commute and recreational activities for
citizens within the City.
Pedestrian Planning. There were two major objectives of
pedestrian analyses: 1) reviewing access to essential City
services and land uses and 2) reviewing pedestrian crossing
needs along primary study roadways. The recommendation of
pedestrian facilities was developed based upon information
provided with A Guide for the Planning, Design, and Operation of
Pedestrian facilities (AASHTO, 2004).
The guideline identifies an “Overlapping Priorities Method” for the
review of essential pedestrian connections. Essential community
facilities and services are noted on a map. For the City of
Cheney, these facilities and services include schools, parks, the
community center, the central business district, and transit;
essentially all centers where walking activity is anticipated to/from
homes, businesses, etc. A ¼-mile boundary or circle is then
inscribed around these centers. The adequacy of pedestrian
connectivity is then studied to determine whether additional
sidewalk or paths would be needed to assure adequate access.
In addition, marked pedestrian crossings of minor arterials and
major collectors were marked on a City map. Crossings are
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recommended between principal land uses along these roadways
on a ¼-mile basis. The map was reviewed to determine if: 1)
crossings are provided between primary land uses and 2)
crossings meet the ¼-mile spacing criteria. Additional crossings
would be considered where these criteria are not met.
Bicycle Facilities. Review of bicycle facilities can be subjective
and were reviewed for this Plan based on coordination with City
officials, as the part of a planning workshop. This helped to
confirm the location of existing dedicated or shared bicycle lanes
or shared facilities, and to help recommend where new facilities
may be needed. The only direction for this process was obtained
from A Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (AASHTO,
2012). The guideline recommends the type of bicycle facility that
can be developed given information such as general roadway
width and ADT. Summary criteria are as follows:

 Shared lanes with no special provision can be developed
on roadways with less than 1,000 ADT, typically
designated as an alternative route to busier arterials.

 Shared lanes on streets with wider shoulders, but where
width is insufficient for bike lanes. Typically used on
streets with approximate 3,000 ADT (and sometimes
higher) with posted speeds that exceed 25 mph.

 Marked shared lanes can be developed on narrow roads
where speed limit is 35 mph or less, typically used on
variable volume streets with high turnover in parking.

 Paved shoulders can be designated along roadways that
connect town centers and major attractions.

 Bike lanes can be developed on roadways with sufficient
width, used for commute and recreational activities. No
speed or volume criteria are provided.

 Shared use paths are linear ROW’s along greenways,
waterways, freeways, abandoned rail lines, unused rightof-ways, etc. They are used primarily for recreation;

although short sections are often used to provide
connection/continuity between other bicycle rights-of-way.

 Bicycle Boulevards are often located along local roadways
used as an alternative to busy streets.
Typically
developed along roadways with 25 mph speeds or less
with roadways less than 3,000 ADT.

Collision Histories
Collision histories were considered to determine whether safety
problems occur because of operational or design issues, such as
inadequate signal phasing, sight distance limitations,
channelization alignment issues, etc. A location where numerous
incidents occur could indicate a high accident location (HAL).
Any collision is important to consider and is relevant in safety
analyses. However, collisions are reviewed based on severity
rates to help determine whether remediation is needed to
address persistent, reoccurring collisions within the context of
traffic densities. An intersection may have a high number of
collisions/incidents, but this is not as statistically significant if high
traffic volumes are also experienced. Calculating collision rates is
a means for statistically quantifying collision density.
An intersection collision rate (ICR) quantifies severity based on
the number of average accidents occurring per year compared to
entering ADT, as calculated by the equation of Table 4.
Table 4. Summary Collision Rates & Equations
Collision Rates
Intersection Collision Rate (ICR)
(Collisions/million entering vehicles

Equation
Average Accidents per Year * 1,000,000
365 * Total Entering Intersection ADT

Source: Traffic Engineering Handbook (ITE, 6th Edition, 2009)

Typically, jurisdictions like Cheney have no set thresholds for
identifying a HAL or HAC. However, a typical industry
recommendation is that further evaluation/analysis should be
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considered if accident rates exceed 1.0 collisions per million
entering vehicles for an intersection (or driveway).

II. EXISTING CONDITIONS
This section summarizes existing transportation conditions for
roadways identified by City officials for analysis. Provided is a
description of the Plan roadway network, traffic volumes, traffic
operations/capacity, collision histories, pedestrian and bicycle
facilities, transit, and heavy vehicle conditions.

PRIMARY PLAN ROADWAYS
The City of Cheney encompasses 3,028 acres and has 43.6 total
miles of roadway. About 13.6 miles are arterials with the
remaining 30.0 miles collectors and residential streets.
Approximately 40.1 miles of roadway is paved with the remaining
3.5 miles gravel or unimproved. Figure 1 shows the City of
Cheney with present urban growth boundaries. The map also
highlights City roadways delineated in terms of functional
classification (i.e. minor arterial, collector, and local street).

Figure 1
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The Plan reviews capacity for 14 primary streets, as requested by
City officials. A description of study streets is provided as follows:

 State Route 904. A five lane minor arterial between the
north City limit and Mary Street, reducing to three lanes
south to the west City limit. The road provides access to
businesses and a few homes. The posted speed limit
ranges between 25 and 45 mph within the City.

 Betz Road. A minor arterial primarily with a three-lane
section. The road provides a primary approach to Eastern
Washington University, provides access to Cheney Middle
School, and provides some access to businesses and
apartment buildings. The posted speed limit is 35 mph.

 Cheney-Spangle Road. A minor arterial providing access
from SR 904 to multi-family residential areas at the mideast boundary of the City and extends to the Town of
Spangle, WA. The speed limit is 25 mph to the City limits,
then increases to 45 mph and eventually 55 mph.

 Cheney-Spokane Road. A minor arterial extending from
SR 904 to commercial areas at the northeast limit of
Cheney. The road extends northeast 17 miles to State
Route 195 as a rural major collector. Speed limits range
from 25 mph at SR 904 to 45 mph outside of City limits.

 Washington Street. A three lane minor arterial that
transitions from the west terminus of Betz Road and turns
into a major collector along the western City limits,
accessing EWU and residential areas. The posted speed
is 35 mph at Betz Road and 25 mph in and south of EWU.

 Mullinix Road. A minor arterial extending south from SR
904 accessing industrial properties at the southern City
limit. The road continues south as a rural major collector
from the BNSF Railway along Turnbull National Wildlife
Refuge for about 11 miles to Amber Lake and Williams
Lake. Speed limits range from 45 mph to 55 mph.

 North 6th Street. A major collector with three lanes from
Betz Road south to Nolan Brown Place and two lanes
south to Elm Street. The road provides access to Cheney
High School, Betz Elementary, and residential areas. The
posted speed limit is 25 mph with 20 mph school zones.

 Cheney-Plaza Road. A two lane rural major collector that
accesses multi-family residences southeast of Cheney,
accesses Turnbull National Wildlife Refuge and Badger
Lake, and terminates at Rock Lake 20 miles south of
Cheney. Speed limits range from 45 mph to 55 mph.

 Elm Street. An east/west, two lane major collector that
provides access from SR 904 across Cheney through
residential areas to the EWU at Washington Street. The
posted speed is 20 mph through the EWU campus and 25
mph from the east edge of campus to SR 904.

 F Street. A major collector that extends northwest from
the SR 904/Cheney-Spangle intersection to 5th Street. The
roadway is two lanes with a 25 mph speed limit and
primarily accesses commercial and residential areas.

 K Street. A major collector that extends northwest from
the SR 904/Cheney-Plaza intersection to West 6th Street.
The roadway is two lanes with a 25 mph speed limit and
primarily accesses residential areas.

 Pine Street. A local road that intersects SR 904 500 feet
northeast of Elm Street. The road has two lanes with a 25
mph speed limit and primarily accesses residential areas
to the northwest and the Cheney Recycling Center and
Cheney’s wastewater treatment plant to the southeast.

 Mike McKeehan Way. A three lane major collector that
extends from North 6th Street through Cheney School
District playfields to Washington Street. The roadway
provides access to the playfields and Washington Street.
The posted speed is 25 mph with a 20 mph school zone.
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Table 5. Intersection Traffic Control and Turn Lane Identification

X

EB Right Turn Lane

X
X

EB Left Turn Lane

X

WB Right Turn Lane

X
X

WB Left Turn Lane

X
X

SB Right Turn Lane

X

SB Left Turn Lane

X

NB Right Turn Lane

X

Intersection Geometrics
NB Left Turn Lane

Intersection
Betz Rd/SR 904
Simpson Pkwy/SR 904
Cheney-Spokane/SR 904
Pine St/SR 904
Cheney-Spangle/SR 904
Cheney-Plaza/SR 904
Betz Rd/6th St
Simpson Pkwy/6th St
Elm St/6th St
Mike McKeehan/Washington St
Elm St/Washington St

All-Way Stop

A summary of Plan existing intersection turn lane locations and
traffic control conditions (signal, one-way, two-way, or all way
stops) is provided on Table 5. Shown is the number of turn lanes
provided for specific movements at the intersection, as denoted
by the number given (1 for a lane, 2 for two lanes, etc.). If no
specific lane is shown, then turns are performed from adjacent,
shared through-lane. Also indicated are traffic control conditions
for the intersection. Controls and lanes are denoted with an “X”.
The information was used in intersection LOS analyses.

Two-Way Stop

extends between SR 904 and North 6 Street. The
roadway provides access to a few businesses near SR
904 and residential areas to the west. West of North 6th
Street, the roadway becomes Mike McKeehan Way. The
posted speed limit is 25 mph.

One-Way Stop

Traffic Control

th

Traffic Signal

 Simpson Parkway. A three lane major collector that

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TRAFFIC COUNTS
Traffic counts were collected throughout the spring and summer
of 2016 to support this study. ADT machine/tube counts were
performed prior to the completion of the 2015/2016 school year
for EWU and Cheney School District. These counts were
performed for eleven City streets identified for analysis by City
officials, with low volume roads neglected. A summary of ADT
counts are shown by Figure 2.
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PM peak hour intersection counts were performed to capture the
travel patterns of the evening work commute, which is the highest
timeframe of travel demand within the City. These counts were
specifically collected between 4:30 to 5:30 PM, which was the
“design hour” identified consistently from hourly ADT counts. PM
peak hour counts were performed for 10 Cheney intersections.
Intersection counts were performed in the summer following the
release of EWU and Cheney School District. A comparative
review indicates intersection counts were consistently 20 percent
less than same location ADT/hourly counts performed prior to
school release. All intersection turn movement counts were
elevated by 20 percent to account for this difference. Resulting
PM peak hour approach volumes are also shown on Figure 2.
Turn movement counts did provide volume data for roadways
where ADT counts were not performed. For the purpose of a
more comprehensive roadway analysis (discussed next section),
ADT volumes were estimated for a number of locations. A PM
peak-to-daily volume ratio of 0.10, known as a K factor, was used
in the estimation process, resulting in existing ADT for eleven
additional locations. Forecasting ADT from PM peak hour counts
with a K factor is an accepted standard industry approach.
Weekday and PM peak hour counts are provided in Technical
Appendix A.

ROADWAY & INTERSECTION CAPACITY
A summary of existing transportation conditions are summarized
through a review of roadway capacity and intersection operations.

Roadway Capacity
The roadway capacity analysis was performed based on a review
of HCM volume thresholds, a function of roadway cross-sections,
Figure 2
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versus ADT volumes. A summary of the Capacity analysis is
provided on Table 6. Estimated ADT are highlighted with an “*”.
As shown (right), all ADT counts are below HCM volume
thresholds, indicating minor arterials function at LOS D or better
and collectors function at LOS C or better. This means City
streets have the practical capacity to accommodate existing traffic
volumes throughout Cheney.
Table 6. Roadway Volume-to-Capacity Comparisons
Roadway
Segment
Minor Arterial Sections
SR 904
N/of Betz
SR 904
S/of Betz
SR 904
S/of Cheney-Spokane
SR 904
N/of Cheney-Spangle
SR 904
S/of Cheney-Plaza
Betz Rd
W/of SR 904
Betz Rd
W/of 6th
Washington
S/of Mike Mckeenan
Washington
S/of Elm
Cheney-Spokane E/of 1st
Cheney-Spokane City Line
Cheney-Spangle E/of 1st
Mullinix Road
E/of 1st
4th St
W/of 1st
Major Collector Sections
6th St
S/of Betz
th
6 St
S/of Simpson
6th St
N/of Elm
Cheney-Plaza
E/of 1st
Elm St
W/of 6th
Elm St
E/of Washington
Pine St
E/of 1st
Mike Mckeenhan W/of 6th

Num.
Lanes Capacity

ADT

Criteria
Met? V/C

2
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
2
2
2
3

18,6001
31,700
31,700
15,500
15,500
15,500
15,500
14,100
14,100
28,800
14,100
14,100
14,100
15,500

18,270
15,530
19,840
11,650
7,400
12,390
8,920*
8,600
5,650*
5,850*
3,510
3,770
480
1,650*

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.98
0.49
0.63
0.75
0.48
0.80
0.58
0.61
0.40
0.20
0.25
0.27
0.03
0.11

3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

6,000
6,000
5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400
5,400

4,850*
4,650*
1,800*
2,070
4,000*
3,200*
800
1,100*

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.81
0.78
0.33
0.38
0.74
0.59
0.15
0.20

Simpson Parkway W/of 1st
1.

3

6,000

2,700*

Yes

0.45

LOS D threshold used because of high posted speed. See discussion.

Field observation confirms this assessment for study roadways.
There is little traffic delay associated with travel in Cheney.
Traffic densities are higher on SR 904/1st Street through the
downtown and on Betz Road near Safeway and have higher
volume to capacity ratios (with V/C nearly reaching 0.80). This
can promote the feeling “bumper-to-bumper” traffic. However,
traffic does move at posted speed limits (or higher) confirming
adequate LOS with associated capacity and safety standard.
There is one area of concern identified from Table 6. SR 904
drops to two lanes north of Betz Road. A practical capacity of
18,600 is actually identified by the HCM for a two lane arterial
with a posted speed higher than 45 mph to maintain a LOS D.
The count volume of 18,300 is just below this threshold;
technically indicating a LOS D condition but with minimal capacity
left for additional traffic growth.
Field observations for SR 904 north of Betz Road also confirm
this assessment. Traffic densities are high throughout a typical
day; perceived as the worst example of “bumper-to-bumper”
traffic throughout the community. However, traffic also flows at
the posted speed limit with very few slow-downs, suggesting the
LOS D depiction is currently accurate.
With that said, there is not much room for traffic growth along
two-lane SR 904. Volumes nearly exceed the LOS D threshold,
resulting in a V/C rate of 0.98 (V/C in excess of 1.0 is a concern).
This is evidenced by only minor spacing between vehicles on the
highway. Unexpected slowdowns have the potential for serious
accident due to high speeds and tightly spaced vehicles. The
conclusion from the field confirms that, while traffic does move at
posted speeds, there is not much room for traffic growth without
compromising capacity and safety.
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Intersection Operations
LOS and operations analyses were performed based on a review
existing traffic volumes versus current geometric and traffic
control conditions noted through field visits in Cheney. As this is
a planning study, the phase settings for signalized intersections
were also based on field observations and then Synchro
optimization tools were used to estimate the cycle length and
phase splits of actuated traffic signals.
Table 7 provides summary LOS for the PM peak hours. Also
shown are average control vehicle delays for each intersection.
Note again, LOS and control delays for stop controlled
intersections are the function of the worse approach or movement
whereas LOS for signalized intersections and all-way stops are a
function of overall delay.

Unsignalized

Again, these are planning level evaluations developed based on
generalized volume/LOS thresholds. Specific intersection and
corridor analyses should be performed to support actions such as
grant development and traffic impact analysis, etc.

Signal

Table 7. Existing Level of Service (LOS) & Delay
Intersection
SR 904/Betz Rd.
SR 904/Cheney-Spokane Rd.
SR 904/Cheney-Spangle Rd.
SR 904/Simpson Pkwy.
SR 904/Pine St.
SR 904/Cheney-Plaza Rd.
6th St./Betz Rd.
6th St./Simpson Pkwy.
6th St./Elm St.*
Washington St./Mike McKeehan
Washington St./Elm St.

LOS / Delay
(sec)
Existing
C / 17.1
C / 17.3
B / 13.3
C / 12.2
C / 17.0
B / 12.0
D / 33.0
B / 10.7
A / 8.1
B / 10.4
B / 11.7

* Indicates a four-way stop

As shown, all 11 study intersections currently function at LOS D
or better during the PM peak hour with the majority of operating
within the LOS B/C range. A LOS B/C grade is ideal because it
suggests that facilities are being well used without issues of
congestion, delay, and long queues. The worst existing LOS D is
noted at N. 6th Street/Betz Road due to high turning volumes.
Field observations confirm LOS analysis. Travel through City
intersections is generally efficient with minimal wait time and
queueing. There were no instances in field observations of
having to wait through more than one signal cycle and stop
controlled intersections tend to clear rapidly.
LOS worksheets are provided in Technical Appendix B.
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Table 8. Intersection & Driveway Collision Summary

COLLISION/SAFETY ANALYSIS
Collision histories were reviewed for all roads in the City of
Cheney. Intersections, driveways, and mid-block locations were
considered, as well as streets overall. Histories were reviewed for
January 1, 2013 to July 6, 2016, the most current three-plus year
timeframe available, per standard industry practice. WSDOT
provided all collision data used in the analysis.
Collision data reflects only recorded collisions identified through
evidentiary reports provided by local and state law enforcement
officials. Unreported collisions do occur throughout the City;
however, safety studies can only be performed based on
recorded data. Typically, unreported collisions involve only minor
property damage with no injuries.
A total of 271 recorded collisions occurred in the City between
January 1, 2013 and July 6, 2016, averaging 75.6 collisions per
year. Overall, 70 percent of collisions involved vehicle property
damage only with 30 percent involving injuries. There was one
fatality within the study timeframe, involving only one vehicle.
Higher collision locations with 3 or more incidents were identified
for intersections and driveways. Summary data is provided in
Table 8. Also summarized are average annual collisions, injury
and fatality information, and a subtotal for these higher accident
locations. The final row confirms collision totals for the City.

Intersection
Betz Rd / Silverthorn Ln
SR 904 / F St
SR 904 / 4th St
North 6th St / Simpson Pkwy
Salnave Rd / Washington St
Cedar St / North 9th St
SR 904 / College Hill St
SR 904 / College Ave
1000 Block, Washington St (EWU)
2nd St / A St
2nd St / Elm St
Betz Rd / Al Ogdon Wy
Betz Rd / North 6th St
5th St / G St
SR 904 / Salnave Rd
SR 904 / J St
SR 904 / Elm St
SR 904 / 2nd St
High Incident Subtotal
City-Wide

Traffic Control
3.6-Year Average
Total
Annual
9
2.5
7
2.0
6
1.7
6
1.7
5
1.4
4
1.1
4
1.1
4
1.1
4
1.1
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
3
0.8
76
21.2
271
75.6

Severity
Injury
3
3
2
10
3
1
2
0
2
2
1
0
2
2
0
1
1
0
35
108

Fatality
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Additional review was performed for the four highest collision
locations. A summary of these collisions with the corresponding
ICR collision rate is provided as follows:
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1. Betz Road & Silverthorn Lane (Safeway Drive). Nine
collisions occurred over the analysis timeframe with an
average of 2.5 collisions occurring per year. Entering
ADT for this intersection/driveway is estimated around
8,000 with a calculated ICR of 0.86 collisions per million
entering vehicles. 35 percent were injury collisions and 65
percent property damage-only. The majority of collisions
were driveway related with either rear-ends occurring due
to left-turn traffic trying to access Safeway or “tee”
collisions occurring as drive traffic accessed Betz Road.
2. N. 6th Street/Simpson Parkway. Six collisions occurred
over the analysis timeframe for an average of 1.7
collisions occurring per year. Entering ADT is estimated at
5,550 with a resulting ICR of 0.84 for the intersection. 65
percent of the collisions involved injuries with 35 percent
property damage only. All collisions occurred when traffic
on Simpson Parkway failed to yield at stop signs aligned
at N. 6th Street.
3. SR 904 (1st Street) & F Street (Cheney-Spangle Road).
Seven collisions occurred over the analysis timeframe for
an average of 2.0 collisions occurring per year. Entering
ADT is estimated at approximate 7,750 with a calculated
ICR of 0.71 collisions per million entering vehicles. 29
percent of collisions involved injuries with 71 percent
property damage only. The majority of collisions involved
rear end incidents or collisions with stationary objects (a
parked car, a hydrant, and a sign post).
4. SR 904 (1st Street) & 4th Street (Cheney-Spokane
Road). Six collisions occurred over the analysis timeframe
for an average of 1.7 collisions occurring per year.
Entering ADT is estimated at 11,700 with a resulting ICR
of 0.40 for the intersection. 65 percent of the collisions
involved injuries with 35 percent property damage only.
The majority of collisions were right turn “angle”, likely

because of traffic on 4th and Cheney Spokane failing to
yield properly to through traffic.
As shown, none of the calculated ICR for high collision locations
exceeds 1.0 collision per million entering vehicles. No HAL
locations are evident based on collision densities.
Field observations confirm issues on Betz Road at Silverthorn
Lane and the Safeway Driveway is likely the result of inadequate
separation of vehicle movements.
Issues at N. 6th
Street/Simpson Parkway are due to unexpected stop-sights
located along a City collector. The issues at the Cheney-Spangle
and Cheney-Spokane signals with SR 904 were confirmed as the
result of higher volume densities with unexpected stops. Rear
end collisions are typical at signalized intersections.
Finally, two concerns at SR 904/Cheney Spangle include: 1) the
inadequacy of vehicle storage between the highway and rail
crossing (south leg of the intersection) and 2) traffic not
anticipating stopped vehicles in the center turn lane (when
turning). These locations in particular have the potential for even
higher collision densities/rates as traffic conditions to elevate
within the City and therefore may require remediation.
Other highlights and information from the safety analysis include:

 Only one fatality was recorded in the 3-year, 7-month
timeframe, involving one-vehicle at W. 6th Street/K Street.

 9 incidents involved pedestrians and 5 involved bicycles.
 16 percent of collisions were attributed to icy or snowy
roadway conditions, with 10 percent occurring during wet
conditions.

 70 collisions occurred at night (26 percent of collisions).
Collision summaries are provided in Technical Appendix C.
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TRANSIT, PEDESTRIANS, & BICYCLES
This section describes existing conditions as it relates to transit,
pedestrian, and bicycles for the City of Cheney.

Transit
Transit within Cheney is operated by Spokane Transit Authority
(STA). There are about 70 transit stops in the City, including
major stops at the EWU PUB and K Street Station Park and Ride.
Cheney has some of the highest ridership statistics of Spokane
County. The Annual Performance Report (STA, 2016) indicates
the EWU PUB has the second highest boarding activity of transit
centers with 1,763 weekly boarders, on average. Three out of
the top five stops within the County are in Cheney, with nearly
650 boarders, and include Betz & Al Ogdon Way (Safeway), Elm
& C Street (EWU Campus), and Betz & SR 904 (Maverik). STA
services the City with three transit route, described as follows:

 STA Route 66 “Cheney/EWU” accesses the Eastern
Washington University campus on weekdays and
weekends throughout the year. Rotation times vary
depending on time of year and school days versus
weekends. The weekday route during the regular
academic year operates on a 2-15 minute rotation,
increasing to a 30-minute rotation during the school
summer session and non-school days and a 1-hour
rotation on weekends/holidays. The typical weekday route
operates from approximately 5:25 AM until 11:10 PM. The
route circulates between the downtown Plaza and the
Pence Union Building (PUB) at EWU primarily via
Interstate 90 (I-90) and State Route 904 (SR-904) with
stops at the Jefferson Park & Ride in downtown Spokane
and the Town of Four Lakes.

Betz Road at the northwest corner of Cheney. Its next
stop is at the Betz Road/SR 904 intersection at the
northeast corner of Cheney, then to the K Street Station at
the south end of Cheney. The route then terminates back
at the PUB. It operates both clockwise (as described) and
counter-clockwise throughout the academic year and
summer session from 7:25 AM to 11:10 PM on a 30minute rotation, with reduced service on weeknights and
weekends/holidays operating on a 1-hour rotation.

 STA Route 165 “Cheney Express” provides service
between the Pence Union Building (PUB) at EWU and the
downtown Plaza primarily via SR-904 and I-90 on
weekdays only. The first route originates at 5:50 AM at the
PUB at EWU, and then goes to the K Street Station at the
south end of Cheney and Salnave Elementary. It stops in
Four Lakes and the Jefferson Park & Ride in downtown
Spokane and ends at the Plaza. The route operates on a
30-minute rotation, with the last route to Spokane leaving
at 7:50 AM. The PM routes from Spokane to Cheney
begin at 3:20 PM at the Plaza and operate until 5:50 PM
on a 30-minute rotation, arriving at the PUB at 6:30 PM.
Figure 4 highlights STA transit stops in Cheney. Transit support
within Cheney is very adequate.

 STA

Route 68 “Cheney Local” provides service
throughout the City of Cheney. The route originates at the
PUB at EWU, and then travels north along 6th Street and
Mike McKeehan Way to the Eagle Point apartments on
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were anticipated to include schools, parks, the community center,
the central business district, and transit. A summary of primary
centers and services within Cheney include, but is not necessarily
limited to, the following:











Ashlee Park
Betz Elementary
Betz Park
Bi-Mart
Centennial Park
Central Business District
Cheney High School
Cheney Middle School
Cheney Plaza (Safeway)











Community Garden
EWU
Hagelin Park/Pool
Hibbard Park
Moos Field
Salnave Elementary
Sutton Park
Veterans Park
Yokes/Jarm’s

Aerial photography and field visits were performed for Cheney.
The community facilities and services identified above appear to
have sufficient pedestrian access via sidewalk or paved pathway.
Some of the more established Cheney neighborhoods lack
sidewalk at the local street level, but all facilities highlighted have
at least one (if not multiple) route(s) that can be used for safe
access via sidewalk or paved pathways. In fact, it appears all
arterials and collectors have sidewalks or paved pathways on at
least one side of the street throughout Cheney. The only
exception appears to be Cheney-Plaza Road where pedestrian
accommodation is not likely needed.

Pedestrians
Safe walking routes are dedicated pedestrian rights-of-way, such
as sidewalks and paved pathways that extend between essential
community facilities and services. Essential facilities for Cheney

Crossings. There are approximately 70 marked crosswalks in
Cheney located along City arterial streets. There are also a
number of crosswalks located along local streets, especially
within the central business district and EWU campus area.
Figure 5 highlights currently striped crossings within the City.
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Bicycles
Figure 6 provides a map of designated bicycle facilities within
Cheney. About half of the City roadways shown have designated
bike lanes and half are roadways where shared bicycle use
occurs with vehicle travel. These facilities are used for Cheney
commute and recreational activities.

Figure 6.
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Fish Lake Trail is a designated pedestrian and bicycle right-ofway that extends over 20 miles between Sunset Boulevard in
Spokane and Dover Road well south of Cheney. The most
improved/paved section extends partially through the City about
5.5 miles between Cheney Spangle Road and Myers Park Road
at Columbia Plateau Trail State Park.

4 trains per hour through the City of Cheney, for about 70 trains
each day, on average.
Figure 7 shows City of Cheney truck routes and rail lines.

TRUCKS AND RAIL
WSDOT officials specify five tonnage classes for roadways within
the State, ranging from T1 with over 10,000,000 tons to T5 with
between 20,000 to 60,000 tons annually.
There are a number of truck routes within Cheney, specified with
tonnage class listings as follows:

 SR 904/1st Street = T3 (300,000 to 4,000,000 tons/year).
 Cheney-Spokane Road = T3 (300,000 to 4,000,000
tons/year).

 Cheney-Spangle Road = T3 (300,000 to 4,000,000
tons/year).

 Cheney-Plaza Road = T3 (300,000 to 4,000,000
tons/year).

 Betz Road Cheney-Spokane Road = T3 (300,000 to
4,000,000 tons/year).

 Mullinix Road Cheney-Spokane Road = T4 (100,000 to
300,000 tons/year).

 Salnave Road Cheney-Spokane Road = T4 (100,000 to
300,000 tons/year).
There are two railroad lines running parallel through Cheney, one
belonging to Burlington Northern-Santé Fe (BNSF) and the other
belonging to Union Pacific. These railroads operate between 2 to
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III. FUTURE CONDITIONS
This section summarizes forecast transportation conditions for
roadways identified by City officials for analysis. Provided is a
description of the future land use, forecast traffic volumes, traffic
operations/capacity, and future pedestrian/bicycle facilities.

FUTURE LAND USE
The City has a resident population of 11,650. The current
enrollment of Eastern Washington University (EWU) is 13,500
students with about 3,500 students living in Cheney during the
school year. Thus, the effective population of Cheney is about
15,200 from September to June (while EWU is in session).
According to US Census data and projections, City population
has been increasing at growth rates of between 1.3 and 1.8
percent annually since year 1990. The City has nearly 670 acres
of vacant land for future development. As such, City officials
indicate population growth trends within the range of 1.7 to 1.8
percent annually are anticipated through year with a population
projection of up to 17,850 persons by 2040. A comparison of
historical population trends is provided on Table 9.
Table 9. Historical Population Change for Cheney
Year
1990
2000
2010
Est. 2016

Population
7,720
8,830
10,590
11,650

Incremental
% Growth
-1.3% Annual
1.8% Annual
1.7% Annual

Figure 7
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The Master Plan for Eastern Washington University also predicts
the student population will increase over the next 20 years by an
approximate 2 percent annual growth rate. This growth rate puts
the student population of EWU at 21,700 by year 2040 with an
extrapolated 5,650 students living in Cheney. Thus, the seasonal
population of Cheney is forecast to be about 23,500 by year
2040. City officials indicate housing and employment growth is
anticipated to keep pace with population growth.

 City/Regional Park = 50 acres
These reflect land uses by way of new construction and not
businesses that trade hands and/or are reoccupied. The location
and allocation of land uses within the City are shown by Figure 8.

Future Land Use. Traffic forecasts were developed principally
based on land use projections. As indicated, there are 670 acres
of vacant property zoned and programmed for residential,
commercial, and industrial growth within the City.
Year 2022 and year 2040 land use growth scenarios were
developed in coordination with Engineering and Planning officials
for Cheney, to provide a basis for forecasting traffic volumes.
Year 2022 land use projections principally reflect the
development of known residential projects anticipated for
development within the 5 to 6 years. The additional land uses
residential, commercial, and industrial land uses addressed for
year 2040 are properties where development is primed and likely
to occur in order to remain consistent with population, housing,
and employment growth. Summary land use assumptions are as
follows, again as developed in coordination with City staff:
Year 2022 Land Use Assumptions

 Single Family Homes = 360 units
 Multifamily Homes = 365 units
Year 2040 Land Use Assumptions






Single Family Homes = 235 units
Industrial Park = 68 acres
Shopping Center/Commercial = 25,000 square-feet
High-turnover Restaurant = 5,000 square-feet
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Traffic Forecasts
Land use trip generation was forecast using the methodologies
outlined in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip
Generation Manual (9th Edition, 2012). Trip Generation is a
nationally recognized and locally accepted method for
forecasting trips for a range of commercial, retail, residential,
and institutional land uses. The forecasting methods for the
Manual are developed based on surveys of other existing land
use developments located throughout the United States.
Trip Generation provides a number of ITE Codes that represent
various typical development land uses. Trip generation was
determined based on ITE rates that equate trip generation to
facility size for commercial/retail businesses or community
services, acres for the industrial park and City park, or to the
number of proposed residential units. A summary of the ITE land
use Codes used for this Plan are summarized as follows:
 High turnover restaurants - ITE Land Use Code 932
 Shopping center/specialty retail - ITE Land Use Code 820
 City park - ITE Land Use Code 411
 Industrial park - ITE Land Use Code 130
 Ownership single family homes - ITE Land Use Code 210
 Rental apartments (low-rise) - ITE Land Use Code 221
Trip generation was forecast using ITE rates and year 2022 and
year 2040 land uses forecasts. Summary trip generation is
provided by Table 10 for the weekday and PM peak hour.

Figure 8
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Table 10. Cheney Year 2022 & Year 2040 Trip Generation Projections
Horizon Year
2022
2040

Weekday
Trip Totals
5,810
14,000

PM Peak Hour Trips
Inbound
Outbound
415
240
760
850

Total
655
1,610

As shown, 5,810 weekday trips are forecast by year 2022 with
655 trips generated during the PM peak hour. Approximately
14,000 total trips are projected during the typical weekday by
2040, with about 1,610 trips generated during the PM peak hour.
A detailed breakdown of new trips generated by each land use is
provided in Technical Appendix D.
Trip Assignments. An internal trip is one that happens between
land uses within defined study area such as a City. In addition,
external trip is one that occurs between land uses within and
outside of the study area such as the City of Cheney in this
situation.
A review of resources such as the Hand Book (ITE, 2012)
provides internal trip capture rates between land uses.
Experience suggests internal capture rates of about 15 percent
with multi-use residential and commercial communities. Thus, 15
percent of development traffic was anticipated to occur internally
between land uses within Cheney using study roadways.
The remaining project trips were assumed to access the City via
the external connections of SR 904, Cheney-Spokane Road,
Cheney-Spangle Road, and Cheney-Plaza Road. The external
distribution of trips was based upon the relative review of existing
count/volume densities, as these indicate how commuters are
approaching and departing Cheney. The distribution of project
trips internally and externally was assumed as follows:







Internal Cheney trips = 15 percent
SR 904/1st Street north of Betz Road = 60 percent
SR 904/1st Street southwest of Mullinix Road = 10 percent
Cheney-Spokane Road east of SR 904 = 10 percent
Cheney-Spangle Road east of SR 904 = 5 percent

Synchro was used to develop traffic forecasts for the City of
Cheney. Minor arterials and major collectors were coded into the
software, reflecting number of lanes, intersection traffic controls
(with associated delays), speed limits, and other impediment
factors such a peak hour factors, parking lane data, etc. The
software program then assigns trips via travel time assessments
between internal and external origins and destinations based on
the distribution guidance/direction identified above.
Trip assignment spreadsheets are provided in Appendix E.
Traffic Forecasts. Trips projected from land use development
comprise the bulk of forecast traffic volumes for the City of
Cheney, predominantly impacting major arterials and minor
collectors. However, moderate traffic growth is also anticipated
from factors such as: through traffic growth due to development
outside of the City, the construction of individual homes and small
business on lots inside the City (outside of major development
identified previously), and other similar traffic growth motivators.
In addition to land use trips, a 0.5 percent baseline annual growth
rate was applied to existing traffic volumes to address the
considerations described by the previous paragraph. This results
in approximately 3 percent total baseline growth by year 2022
and nearly 13 percent baseline growth by year 2024.
Baseline forecasts and land use trip assignments were then
combined to develop year 2022 and year 2040 traffic forecasts
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for the City of Cheney. These forecasts are shown, respectively,
on Figure 9 and Figure 10 for the weekday and PM peak hour.

Figure 9.
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Traffic forecasts were validated perfunctorily based on a
comparison of growth rates for SR 904 north of Betz Road.
Annual growth rates were reviewed from WSDOT for a 10 year
timeframe extending between year 2005 and year 2015. A 2
percent annual growth rate was identified from the linear
regression analyses shown via the chart below.
Existing and year 2040 traffic volumes were compared for SR 904
north of Betz Road, as identified from Figure 3 and Figure 9. The
forecasting methodology described also results in a 2 percent
annual growth rate. The comparison suggests the methodology
results in traffic forecasts in-line with historical growth trends.

Traffic Capacity & Operations

Figure 10.

Streets. The street capacity analysis was performed based on a
review of forecast ADT volumes. No major road improvements
are currently programmed in Cheney; thus, the capacity
comparison assumes existing roadway cross sections and HCM
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thresholds. A summary of forecast capacity analyses is provided
on Table 11 for year 2022 and year 2040.

Table 11. Forecast Roadway Volume-to-Capacity Comparisons
Num.
Lanes

Year
2022

Year
2040

Criteria
Met?

Roadway
Segment
Cap.
Minor Arterial Sections
SR 904
N/of Betz
2 18,6001 22,100 29,000 No-No
SR 904
S/of Betz
5
31,700 18,900 25,600 Yes-Yes
SR 904
S/of Cheney-Spokane
5
31,700 24,000 31,700 Yes-Yes
SR 904
N/of Cheney-Spangle
3
15,500 14,300 19,900 Yes-No
SR 904
S/of Cheney-Plaza
3
15,500 9,200 14,100 Yes-No
Betz Rd
W/of SR 904
3
15,500 15,100 17,300 Yes-No
Betz Rd
W/of 6th
3
15,500 11,700 13,400 Yes-Yes
Washington
S/of Mike Mckeehan
2
14,100 10,200 13,700 Yes-Yes
Washington
S/of Elm
2
14,100 6,900 10,700 Yes-Yes
Cheney-Spokane E/of 1st
4
28,800 6,700
8,300 Yes-Yes
Cheney-Spokane City Line
2
14,100 4,000
5,000 Yes-Yes
Cheney-Spangle E/of 1st
2
14,100 5,100
6,200 Yes-Yes
Mullinix Road
E/of 1st
2
14,100 700
900
Yes-Yes
th
4 St
W/of 1st
3
15,500 1,700
1,900 Yes-Yes
Major Collector Sections5,100
6th St
S/of Betz
3
6,000 5,100
5,600 Yes-Yes
6th St
S/of Simpson
3
6,000 4,900
5,700 Yes-Yes
th
6 St
N/of Elm
2
5,400 1,900
2,200 Yes-Yes
Cheney-Plaza
E/of 1st4,300
2
5,400 3,700
4,200 Yes-Yes
Elm St
W/of 6th
2
5,400 4,300
5,400 Yes-Yes
Elm St
E/of Washington
2
5,400 3,500
4,200 Yes-Yes
Pine St
E/of 1st
2
5,400
800
900
Yes-Yes
Mike Mckeenhan W/of 6th
2
5,400 1,700
2,500 Yes-Yes
Simpson Pkwy W/of 1st
3
6,000 4,100
6,200 Yes-Yes
1. LOS D threshold used because of high posted speed. See discussion.

V/C
20222040
1.19-1.16
0.59-0.81
0.76-1.00
0.92-1.28
0.59-0.91
0.97-1.12
0.75-0.86
0.72-0.97
0.49-0.76
0.23-0.29
0.28-0.35
0.36-0.44
0.05-0.06
0.11-0.12

A review of year 2022 traffic forecasts versus HCM capacity
thresholds yields conclusion similar to that found for the existing
condition.
Cheney roadways have capacity sufficient to
accommodate forecast traffic volumes with the exception formally
being noted for SR 904 north of Betz Road. Traffic volumes
exceed thresholds by approximately 3,500 ADT by rear 2022.
This differential widens to 10,400 by year 2040.
There are three more capacity exceptions noted for road
segments with the year 2040 analysis. The three lane section of
SR 904 south of Vine Street is forecast to have capacity
insufficient to accommodate forecast traffic, as identified through
the review of two roadway segments. Similarly, the three lane
roadway section of Betz Road does not have capacity sufficient
to accommodate year 2040 traffic forecasts between SR 904 and
6th Street.
Intersections. LOS and operations analyses were performed for
years 2022 and 2040 based on forecast traffic volumes shown on
Figure 8 and Figure 9, respectively. No major intersection
improvements are currently programmed in Cheney. The LOS
analysis was therefore developed assuming existing roadway
geometries and traffic controls. A summary of forecast LOS and
delay results is provided on Table 12 for the PM peak hour.
Existing LOS and delays are provided for comparison.

0.85-0.93
0.82-0.95
0.35-0.41
0.69-0.78
0.80-1.00
0.65-0.78
0.15-0.17
0.31-0.46
0.68-1.03
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Table 11. Forecast Level of Service (LOS) & Delay

Unsignalized

Signal

Intersection
SR 904/Betz Rd.
SR 904/Cheney-Spokane Rd.
SR 904/Cheney-Spangle Rd.
SR 904/Simpson Pkwy.
SR 904/Pine St.
SR 904/Cheney-Plaza Rd.
6th St./Betz Rd.
6th St./Simpson Pkwy.
6th St./Elm St.*
Washington St./Mike McKeehan
Washington St./Elm St.

LOS / Delay (sec)
Existing
2021
C / 17.1
B / 17.2
C / 17.3
B / 17.0
B / 13.3
B / 13.5
C / 12.2
C / 22.2
C / 17.0
D / 35.0
B / 12.0
C / 20.2
D / 33.0
F / 58.3
B / 10.7
B / 14.3
A / 8.1
A / 8.2
B / 10.4
B / 12.9
B / 11.7
B / 14.2

Transit
2040
C / 22.0
B / 17.2
B / 15.9
F / 66.7
E / 38.6
E / 38.6
F / 64.1
C / 16.7
A / 8.3
B / 13.8
C / 17.7

As shown, the majority of intersections function at acceptable
LOS through year 2022 at LOS D or better. A LOS F condition
was forecast for the Betz Road/N. 6th Street intersection, which is
unacceptable. The LOS is the function of stopped delays
associated with the northbound approach to the intersection.
This LOS F condition will worse via increased average vehicle
delays by year 2040.
The unsignalized intersections of Simpson Parkway, Pine Street,
and Cheney-Plaza Road with SR 904 were also forecast to
function within the LOS E/F range by year 2040. LOS issues are
again the function of delays associated with stop approaches to
each intersection. The remaining study intersections function
within acceptable LOS ranges.

TRANSIT, PEDESTRIANS, & BICYCLES
This section describes forecast transportation considerations and
recommendations as it regards transit, pedestrian, and bicycles
within Cheney.

As indicated, there are 70 transit stops in the City, including a
Park and Ride lot. These routes provide sufficient access to
transit throughout Cheney. STA is moving to enhance service via
plans to implement a Bus Rapid Transit route, to reduce ridership
time between Cheney and Spokane. In addition, the West Plains
Transit Center, proposed off the Medical Lake Interchange on I90, will provide a hub and transfer station that will allow Cheney
residents to more quickly access other areas of Spokane County,
in addition to downtown Spokane.
Given adequate service/access and future STA plans, there are
no recommendations to modify or improve access to or
throughout the City. Transit needs are and will continue to be
well-serviced in Cheney.

Pedestrians
The Overlapping Priorities Method is used to identify safe walking
routes within ¼ mile of community facilities and services. Safe
waking routes consist of dedicated pedestrian rights-of-way
between areas, as served by sidewalks and paved pathways.
This method is used to identify the need for crosswalks at primary
intersections as well.
Essential facilities were recognized in the existing conditions
section. This was not an all-inclusive list, but was sufficient as
the walking/influence areas within ¼-mile of these facilities nearly
address and cover the entire City (meaning walking areas
overlapped almost entirely throughout Cheney). A review using
the Method confirms community facilities and services have
sufficient pedestrian access via sidewalk or paved pathway via
one or more approaches, typically via arterials and collectors. No
pedestrian sidewalk or
paved pathway improvement
recommendations are provided by this Plan. This assumes future
City collectors and arterials, and future community facilities/ and
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services, would
accommodation.

be

developed

with

sufficient

pedestrian

Crossings. As indicated, there are 70 marked crosswalks within
Cheney. The location and spacing of crosswalks are typically
provided per the discretion of a local agency, in this case the City
engineers office.
Typical considerations for crosswalk installation include block
length/distance (between crossings), the location of pedestrian
generators, traffic signals location, access to transit, the
alignment of other major intersections, and/or where pedestrian
activities are being promoted. Industry practice has progressed
to the point of highlighting when crossing treatments should be
considered, in terms of warrants, as based on factors such as
pedestrian crossing density, roadway volume, crossing distance,
and 85th percentile vehicle speeds. However, the density/spacing
of crosswalks along a roadway has yet to be firmly established
and is left to the discretion of the local agency.
A quick review of crossing locations was performed for Cheney
arterials to help identify potential locations for additional marked
crossings. Local streets were neglected in the review of marked
crossings because: 1) the presumption is these are low volume
roadways with reduced pedestrian crossing volumes, 2) these
roadways have reduced crossing widths (requiring less time to
cross); and 3) vehicles will be traveling at lessor speeds with
reduced stopping distances and better perception/reaction time.
Studies indicate pedestrian crossings along such roadways can
actually affect safety. Pedestrians can develop a false sense of
security and incidents have occurred because drivers do not
anticipate crossings along local roadways.
Again, a summary of existing crossing locations is provided with
Figure 5. The desire is to have safe crossings provided in-route
along arterials to/from activity centers previously mentioned,

accounting for general factors such as distance, major
intersection location, transit access, and pedestrian generators.
In addition, information provided with the National Association of
City Transportation Officials (NACTO) website indicates the
typical pedestrian will walk about three minutes to find a
crosswalk before risking an unmarked location. This calculates to
a linear distance of approximately 800 feet in an active
community such as Cheney. Given this relaxed criteria, the City
may wish to review crossing warrants for the following arterial
locations:

 SR 904/1st at Simpson Parkway.

A transit stop and
emerging retail development (Verizon) is occurring along
the east side of the roadway. Approximately 1,250 feet
separate marked crosswalks at Betz Road and CheneySpokane Road. City officials may wish to consider a
crossing on 1st Street at Simpson Parkway in the future if
retail continues to develop along the east side of the
roadway. The caution is the roadway is posted at 45 mph
with high traffic volumes. Any crossing would have to be
established based on warrants and engineering analysis,
with provisions provided for a high speed and high volume
crossing location.

 SR 904/1st Street at Union Street. There is a 1,900 foot
distance along SR 904 between G Street and K Street
without a marked crossing. A transit stop is aligned at
Union Street, about half way between existing crossings.
City officials may wish to consider a crossing at Union
Street if established based on warrants and engineering
analysis.

 SR 904/1st Street at Buena Vista. There are no further
crossings west of L Street in Cheney on SR 904, even
though two transit stops are still aligned along both sides
of the highway at approximately Washington Street and
Beuena Vista Street.
If warranted, as based on
engineering study, the City may wish to consider a
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crossing at Washington Street and/or Buena Vista Street
to accommodate crossing needs. There are a number of
apartments at Buena Vista Street, which is why this is
recommended as a first location to consider. Provisions
would have to be provided for a high speed crossing as
the posted speed elevates out of Cheney at this location.

 Betz Park. New Betz Park is being developed off Betz
Road across from the Eagle Point Apartment community
and Cheney Middle School. A crossing is located about
600 feet away from the Park in line with a new
development access road. However, Betz Park will front
almost 900 feet of Betz Road; thus, City officials may wish
to review a crossing towards the middle or western end of
the park. The crossing should be established based on
an engineering study and warrants. High speed crossing
protection measures should be considered at this location.

 Simpson Parkway at Ogdon Way. Simpson Parkway is
a biking and walking route used by the citizens of Cheney.
No crossings have been aligned for ½ mile between n. 6th
Street and SR 904. Midblock crossings have been noted
in the field along Simpson Parkway. If a crossing is
warranted, as based on engineering analysis, a marked
crossing should be considered at Ogdon Way.
Again, planning level guidelines were used to identify potential
crossing locations within Cheney. Engineering warrants and
analyses should be used to support any decisions. A review of
high-speed safety measures should also be reviewed for SR
904/1st Street and Betz Road locations given high ADT and 85th
percentile travel speeds.
Considerations were not stated/given for the following arterial and
collector street sections: Oakland Street, Elm Street east of N. 6th
Street, N. 2nd Street north of Elm Street, N. 3rd Street north of Elm
Street, and W. 6th Street between Washington Street and G

Street. These roadway sections have characteristic similar to
local City streets, with reduced speed limits, reduced crossing
widths, low traffic volumes, and reduced pedestrian counts.
Crossings may encourage a false sense of security along these
roadways and crossings are not recommended.

Bicycles
As indicated, the consideration for bicycle facilities is subjective.
Additional bicycle facilities were reviewed with consideration
towards providing recommendations that enhance circulatory
options throughout the City. As shown with Figure 6, bicyclists
can circulate through and around the City on designated bicycle
facilities with minimal complication. The City is well served by
existing bicycle routes.
Only two recommendations were
developed for this Plan:
1. Elm Street. SR 904/1st a designated bike route within
Cheney. Designated bike routes intersect at Betz Road
and Washington Street, separated by 2.25 miles. City
officials may want to establish a designated cross route at
Elm Street to break up this lengthy stretch, providing a
circulatory option for the community.
The two lane, 40 foot roadway supports between 3,000
and 4,000 ADT with a posted speed of 25 mph. Per
criterial outlined previously, a “shared use” roadway could
be developed via sign installation without need to stripe
bike lanes. Shared bike activity could be in conflict with
the activity of parked cars along Elm Street. Alternatively,
bike lanes could be developed with the loss of parking
along one or ide of Elm Street. Designated bike lanes are
wide enough to accommodate the conflict between
bicyclists and the opening of doors from parked vehicles.

 West Cheney.

Recreational bicycle activities are well
served along the east side of the City via Fish Lake Trail.
Bicyclists can perform round trip activities via the trail and
City arterials designated for bicycle activities, enjoying
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lakes, streams, waterfowl, etc. City officials may wish to
promote some form of recreational route along the west
side of the City and/or through the County, providing for
circulation between Betz Road and Salnave Road.
Again, a shared use path along a property line or within
some form of agency ROW would provide the opportunity
for this trail, if desired by City officials.

IV. IMPROVEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
This section provides recommendations to improve transportation
safety, capacity, and pedestrian/bicycle activity within the City of
Cheney. Recommendations are provided in order of descending
priority with timelines and rough cost estimates provided.

ROADWAY CAPACITY & SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
The following improvements are recommended by this Plan to
enhance capacity and safety conditions within Cheney.

1) Safety - Betz Road/Silverthorn Lane (Safeway Drive)
Collision analyses confirm this as a safety priority for Cheney.
The location has the highest number of average annual accidents
and the highest calculated ICR rate within the City. This safety
issue will likely become more prominent as traffic continues to
increase in the future.

The restriction of northbound and southbound left-turn traffic from
Silverthorn Lane and the Safeway driveway onto Betz Road
reduces the most critical and impactful turning movement from
the location, improving both LOS and safety. As turning ingress
is important to both Silverthorn Lane and Safeway, the allowance
of inbound left-turns would still be promoted.
Traffic flow revisions are recommended via striping and signing
changes with eventual center island addition. The intent is to
provide designated left-turn lanes with pocket depths of
approximately 150 feet in advance of the intersection/driveway to
provide for deceleration and vehicle queue storage. The turn
lane stripes or islands would also restrict northbound and
southbound left-turns. This channelization revision would push
outbound left-turns to the east Safeway Driveway. It is therefore
recommended that inbound and outbound left-turn restrictions
also be enforced at the east drive via stripe and/or island
revisions to assure safety.
Striping revisions would allow the City to evaluate the benefit of
the recommendation for a time, although some drivers will ignore
the revision. If a successful reduction in collisions is noted, the
City then has the option to install an island to make the revision
permanent and to affect compliance. The project assumes
striping only at this time. The striping project is recommended as
a priority within the next six years.
Planning Level Cost Estimate
- Approximate 1,500 feet of stripe removal = $6,000
- Approximately 1,500 feet of strip installation = $11,500
- Four turn Restriction Signs = $1,500
- Misc. Costs = $1,000
Total Project Approximate Costs = $20,000
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2) Safety - N. 6th Street/Simpson Parkway
Collision analyses confirm this as another safety priority for
Cheney. The location has the second highest number of average
annual accidents and the second highest calculated ICR rate
within the City. This safety issue will likely become more
prominent as traffic continues to increase in
the future.
The installation of high visibility stop signs
with
advanced
warning
signs
is
recommended. The data suggests drivers
are not yielding at this location, and it is
anticipated this is happening because drivers
are not anticipating stop signs at this location.
Two LED solar stops signs with high visibility
advanced warning signs are recommended to
address collisions issues at the location. The
project is recommended as a priority within the next six years.

Planning Level Cost Estimate
- Two solar powered stop signs = $5,000
- Four turn Restriction Signs = $700
- Misc. Costs = $300
Total Project Costs = Approx. $6,000

3) SR 904 Corridor Plan & Concept Design
City officials should work with WSDOT to advance the SR 904
Route Development Plan or conduct an independent corridor plan
to review needs. The particular emphasis should be: review of
collision potentials, recommendations to assure traffic mobility
and safety through year 2040, and concept/35 percent designs
with cost estimates. The design concept would provide the City

and WSDOT a “shovel ready” project that potentially becomes
more eligible for funding assistance through State and Federal
sources. The project is recommended as a priority within the next
six years.
Planning Level Cost Estimate
Total Project Costs = Approx. $150,000 35% Design

4) Betz Road/N. 6th Street Compact Urban Roundabout
An analysis confirms LOS issues are projected at the Betz
Road/N. 6th Street intersection by year 2022. This is a function of
high turning traffic at the intersection, with LOS issues being the
result of stopped delays on the northbound approach.
A preliminary assessment indicates signal warrants prescribed
from the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (FHWA,
2009) would not be met for this location because: 1) intersection
delays are moderate even given the LOS F condition and 2) right
turning traffic at a stopped approach is normally neglected when
comparing volume thresholds. State and Federal opportunities
for funding assistance is diminished when these warrants are not
met.
The construction of a compact urban roundabout is therefore
recommended at the intersection. This type of roundabout can
be constructed with an inscribed diameter of less than 100 feet,
predominantly within the existing intersection footprint.
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide (NCHRP Report 672,
2010) indicates this type of improvement can accommodate up to
15,000 ADT, reduces collision severity, slows traffic, and reduces
annual costs to maintain (as compared with a signal which
requires power).
The roundabout could be designed with
mountable curb to accommodate RV traffic on Betz Road, due to
EWU football games, and accommodate typical moving trucks
to/from N. 6th Street.
This project should be a six-year priority for the Cheney.
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Planning Level Cost Estimate
- 300 SY Intersection Excavation = $6,000
- 360 FT Curb Relocation = $6,000
- 150 SY Sidewalk Relocation = $8,000
- 300 SY Intersection Reinstallation = $24,000
- 165 SY Traffic Island (Center & Approach) = $8,000
- Approx. 1,200 Ft striping removal = $5,000
- Approx. 1,200 Ft striping installation = $10,000
- Eight traffic signs = $3,000
- Construction Contingencies $5,000
- Survey, Engineering, CM, and Bid = $25,000
Total Project Approximate Costs = $100,000
5) Long Range Improvement Projects
Long range analyses suggest the need to widen sections of SR
904 and Betz Road from existing three lane sections to four or
five lane sections. The need was suggested for a 0.75 mile
section of SR 904 between the existing five-lane terminus at Vine
Street continuing through to Cheney Spangle Road. The need
for Betz Road was identified for approximately 0.35 miles
between Silverthorn Lane and N. 6th Street. Determination was
made based upon ADT forecasts that exceed HCM practical
capacity thresholds for three lane roadways. In addition, the
need for intersection improvements was identified at the
intersections of Simpson Parkway, Pine Street, and CheneyPlaza Road with SR 904.
This report generates conservative, yet reasonable, traffic
forecasts based on land use projections for the City of Cheney.
The year 2022 analysis and recommendations can be identified
with a high degree of confidence given known development
potentials and current, historical traffic growth trends. However,
this level of confidence diminishes somewhat with time given the

uncertainty of land use development beyond the next five or ten
years, and due to traffic growth fluctuations.
Given these factors, no long-range improvements are
recommended beyond 2022. The analysis indicates deficiencies
would happen towards the end of the 24-year analytical cycle;
thus, there is no emphasis to plan for projects immediately.
Alternatively, given the conservative nature of this report, it is
recommended that the City review the potential need and
practicality of long-range road widening and intersection
improvements on a reoccurring basis. Reevaluation every five
years would provide a solid basis and window for project
confirmation and programming. Thus, it is recommended only at
this time that the City program planning dollars for future study in
the Six Year Plan.

PEDESTRIANS & BICYCLE
The following provide pedestrian and bicycle improvement
considerations for Cheney.

6) Pedestrian Crossings
The potential for additional crossing locations in Cheney was
offered for consideration as based on planning level criteria. The
general recommendation is that, if the City feels these locations
have merit, an engineering analysis be performed to establish
warrants and recommend control/safety devices for each location.
Construction would then occur for those locations that qualify.
There is no need for immediate crosswalk development of the
locations highlighted. Rather, these are provided for future
consideration as the City continues to develop and as traffic
increases for these arterial and collector streets. A summary of
potential crossing locations is as follows:

 SR 904/1st at Simpson Parkway.
 SR 904/1st Street at Union Street.
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 SR 904/1st Street at Buena Vista.
 Betz Park Crossing.
 Simpson Parkway at Ogdon Way.
A range of safety measures can be developed to enhance a
typical crossing at high speed and high volume locations. Typical
and basic measures include high visibility (HV) signs and striping,
advanced signage, LED in-sign or in-pavement illumination,
geometric improvements (traffic calming measures), and rapidrectangular flashing beacons (RRFB). The planning level cost
estimate provided addresses these typical crossing measure
improvements.
Planning Level Cost Estimate (Per Crossing)
- Engineering Warrant/Concept Study = $5,000
- Up to 500 LF of HV striping installation = <$5,000
- Up to eight HV signs (including advanced) = <$5,000
- Add Speed Safety Measures (w/design) = <$30,000
Per Crossing Approximate Costs = <$50,000
HAWK beacons and pedestrian signals are more stringent traffic
control measures used at pedestrian crossings.
Such an
improvement would increase costs by up to $200,000 depending
upon location, including design.

7) Elm Street Bicycle Lane
A designated circulatory bicycle route is recommended along Elm
Street to break up the 2.25-mile stretch that currently exists
between parallel routes at Betz Road and Washington Street,
separated by 2.25 miles. The recommendation is to designate
the route along this collector street using signage. If conflict were
to evolve with parked cars, the City could then consider the
reduction of on-street parking (on one side of the street) in favor
of bike lanes.

If desired by City officials, the initial shared bike-traffic option
would simply require the installation of bicycle designation signs
along the route. Current practice is to install signs every 300 to
500 feet along a bike route, in both directions. Thus, up to 10
signs would be considered for the approximate 4,100 foot bicycle
route. Coordination with the SRTC is also recommended to
establish the route on the regional level.
Planning Level Cost Estimate
Total Project Costs = Approx. $4,000 (10 signs installed)

8) West Cheney Bike/Ped Route
City officials may wish to consider a shared use pedestrian and
bicycle path the western side of Cheney, providing for
recreational circulation between Betz Road and Salnave Road.
Recreational bicycle activities are well served along the east side
of the City via Fish Lake Trail. This would provide a counterpart
and alternative on the opposite side of the City.
There are many challenges with this recommendation, with
available right-of-way being the first and primary issue followed
by costs. This has been provided more as a long-range
community-planning goal with no construction cost estimates as
they would not be relevant by the time any objectives could be
accomplished. This has been highlighted long-range measure to
enhance bicycle and pedestrian activities within the City, if
desired and promoted by City officials.

IV. SUMMARY
The resident population of Cheney is anticipated to increase by
year 2040. Approximately 670 acres is primed for development,
forecast to occupy: 595 single family homes, 365 multifamily
homes, 68 acres of industrial park, 25,000 square-feet of
shopping/commercial area, a new 5,000 square-foot restaurant,
and a 50 acre City/Regional Park. The resident population of
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Eastern Washington University will also increase throughout the
next 20 to 25 years.
This Cheney Transportation Circulation Plan was developed to
forecast the transportation infrastructure needed to safely and
effectively accommodate forecast traffic, pedestrian, and bicycle
needs throughout the community. Traffic capacity measures-ofeffectives, safety evaluation, pedestrian facility analysis, and
bicycle examination was performed to support the Plan, as based
on a review of future travel demands.
A summary of resulting improvement recommendations include:
1. Betz Rd/Silverthorn Ln Safety Project, Turn Restrictions =
Approximate Project Cost $80,000
2. N. 6th St/Simpson Pkwy Safety Project, LED Signs =
Approximate Project Cost $6,000
3. SR 904 Corridor Plan & Concept Design =
Approximate Plan Cost $150,000
4. Betz Rd/N. 6th St Compact Urban Roundabout =
Approximate Project Cost $100,000
5. 1st Street Improvements, Long Range =
Plan for Improvements Only, No Cost Provided
6. Pedestrian Crossings (Multiple Location) =
Approximate Project Cost Up to $50,000 per location
7. Elm Street Bicycle Lane =
Approximate Project Cost = $4,000
8. West Cheney Bike Route
Plan for Improvements Only, No Cost Provided
All improvements identified would be better explored/vetted using
engineering/design analyses and should be advanced only with
the support of City officials.
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